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Accelerated molecular vibrational decay and suppressed electronic nonlinearities
in plasmonic cavities through coherent Raman scattering
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Molecular vibrations and their dynamics are of outstanding importance for electronic and thermal transport in
nanoscale devices as well as for molecular catalysis. The vibrational dynamics of <100 molecules are studied
through three-color time-resolved coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy using plasmonic nanoantennas.
This isolates molecular signals from four-wave mixing (FWM) while using exceptionally low nanowatt powers
to avoid molecular damage via single-photon lock-in detection. FWM is found to be strongly suppressed in
nanometer-wide plasmonic gaps compared to plasmonic nanoparticles. Simultaneous time-resolved incoherent
anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy allows us to separate the contributions of vibrational population decay (T1)
and dephasing (T2). With increasing illumination intensity, the ultrafast vibrational dephasing rates of biphenyl-
4-thiol molecules are accelerated at least tenfold, while phonon population decay rates remain constant. The
extreme plasmonic field enhancement within nanogaps opens up prospects for measuring single-molecule
vibrationally coupled dynamics and diverse molecular optomechanics phenomena.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.109.195404

I. INTRODUCTION

The intense optical fields elicited by plasmonic nanos-
tructures allow routine access to spectra of single or a few
molecules under ambient conditions [1–3]. This starts to open
prospects for understanding the dynamics and chemistry of
individual molecules in real time. Using high-speed imag-
ing, it is possible to track the dynamics of a few molecules
on the microsecond scale [4] using surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS). However, pushing the time resolution
down to the scale of molecular vibrations (picoseconds) with
ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopies has proven extremely
difficult [5,6]. Early measurements of molecular phonon
dynamics through surface-enhanced coherent anti-Stokes
Raman spectroscopy (SE-CARS) on single nanostructures
suggested great promise [7–9]; however, since then, little
progress has been made [5,10]. Molecular dynamics studied
recently in ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy of spontaneous
SERS instead averages over many molecules [11,12].

Single- and few-molecule SE-CARS and SERS measure-
ments are possible only due to the high field intensities
and Raman enhancements achieved when exciting plasmonic
cavities with ultrafast pulses [13]. However, an unwanted
consequence of these extreme peak fields is a rapid increase
in nanoscale damage compared to continuous wave mea-
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surements [5,14–16], which modifies both the metallic and
molecular components of the system. This is particularly a
problem for electronically resonant molecules, which enhance
signals but are damaged much more easily. As a result, time-
resolved SE-CARS (trCARS) measurements, which demand
the structure to be stable throughout, become impractical.
Although the damage thresholds are known, the mechanisms
behind this damage remain unresolved [17], being most likely
due to nonequilibrium heating and optical forces acting di-
rectly on the surface gold atoms [15,18].

The second problem with SE-CARS is the large overlap-
ping four-wave mixing (FWM) signal due to electronic FWM
[19–21]. Claims that the fast timescale of FWM enables sep-
aration of this from SE-CARS [22] assume that the molecular
vibrational lifetime is much longer than the electronic life-
times, which, as we demonstrate below, is not the case for
molecules under strong confinement.

To circumvent these problems, we develop a three-color tr-
CARS scheme to measure the reduction in dephasing lifetimes
of exemplar biphenyl-4-thiol molecules in tightly confined
plasmonic cavities. Surprisingly, the electronic FWM con-
tribution is now found to be small (<10%) despite the
penetration of light into the metal, enabling extraction of
SE-CARS signatures from ∼100 molecules. Furthermore,
we combine trCARS measurements with time-resolved in-
coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (trIARS), which
probes an incoherent phonon population with spontaneous
anti-Stokes scattering, and has previously been used to
study carbon nanomaterials [23–26]. Using a newly devel-
oped single-photon timestamping technique [27], we can
simultaneously measure coherent trCARS [Fig. 1(a)] and
spontaneous trIARS [Fig. 1(b)] on individual nanostructures
at sub-µW powers to independently probe the coherence
(T2) and population lifetimes (T1), respectively [28]. This
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FIG. 1. Raman scattering from biphenyl-4-thiol (BPT) in plas-
monic nanocavities. Excitation scheme of (a) coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scattering (trCARS) and (b) spontaneous incoherent anti-
Stokes Raman scattering (trIARS). Spontaneous or incoherent
(wavy arrow) vs stimulated or coherent (straight arrow) processes.
(c) Nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM) geometry with molecular layer
in nanogap. (d) Continuous-wave Raman spectrum of BPT pow-
der (black) compared with SERS from BPT in the NPoM cavity
(red). Inset: BPT molecule with arrows indicating the coupled ring
vibrational mode (1585 cm−1). (e) Detailed view of coupled ring
vibration in BPT. Binding to the gold surface splits and broadens
the vibrational line.

ultrasensitive three-color coherent anti-Stokes Raman spec-
troscopy (CARS) scheme thus allows us to independently
determine the population decay and dephasing in few-
molecule plasmonically enhanced systems, giving insights
into phonon dynamics of molecules tightly coupled to metallic
interfaces.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM) plasmonic nanocavities
confine light to the nanometer-scale gap between a metallic
nanoparticle and the underlying metal substrate [Fig. 1(c)]
[29,30]. These structures are also known as metal-insulator-
metal (MIM) waveguides, or particle-on-film structures. This
platform for few-molecule vibrational spectroscopy traps op-
tical fields to zeptoliter volumes, filled only by the molecules
under study [31]. The NPoM geometry has facilitated ex-
ploration of many processes through SERS including the
movement of single atoms, tracking nanoelectrochemistry,
and molecular optomechanical coupling [15,32–35].

We utilize NPoM structures built from 80-nm gold
nanoparticles separated from a gold substrate by a self-
assembled monolayer (SAM) of biphenyl-4-thiol (BPT) (see
Appendix A). To improve the outcoupling of the CARS signal
and increase sample stability, the NPoM structures are cov-
ered with a thin film of PMMA which enhances the NPoM
scattering resonance in the signal range around 650 nm (see

Fig. S1 of the Supplemental Material [36]) [37]. Due to
the molecular binding to gold surface atoms, the molecular
SERS spectra are modified compared to their powder Ra-
man spectrum [Fig. 1(d)]. Notably, the coupled ring mode at
1585 cm−1 [Fig. 1(e)] splits into two modes with separation
13 cm−1 and is broadened in the NPoM structure compared
to the powder spectrum. However, this effect is only ob-
servable with narrow-linewidth continuous-wave lasers since
picosecond-pulsed lasers have a larger spectral bandwidth,
thus broadening the Raman peak linewidth.

Nanoparticles are automatically located and characterized
using a custom-built reflective dark-field microscope, prior to
each trCARS measurement [Fig. 2(a)]. In our implementa-
tion, three temporally and spectrally independent input beams
are required in the pulse train: the pump (set as t = 0, λp),
the Stokes (t = τS, λS ), and the probe pulses (t = τx, λx)
[Fig. 2(b)]. The spectral shift between the pump and the
Stokes pulse is chosen to populate the vibrational mode under
study with frequency ων (here ωp − ωS = ων = 1585 cm−1).
To achieve this, a tuneable pulse from an optical parametric
oscillator (OPO) provides λp and λx while the 820-nm pump
laser provides λS . Bandpass filtering sets all pulses to 0.5
ps pulse width (1.5 nm spectral width) to balance spectral
and temporal resolution and reduce damage. The spectrum
of λp,x is selected from the 10-nm-wide OPO pulse by in-
dependently tuned bandpass filters. Pulse energies are kept
low enough to avoid damage to the NPoM constructs (av-
erage powers <4 µW µm−2, pulse energies <50 fJ). After
filtering out the laser pulses from the emitted light, signals
are detected either by a spectrometer or by a single-photon
detector for single-photon lock-in detection with improved
signal-to-noise ratio (which is described in detail elsewhere
[27]).

III. SUPPRESSION OF ELECTRONIC
FOUR-WAVE MIXING

The three-pulse scheme for SE-CARS allows different
nonlinear contributions to be distinguished. Three distinct
nonlinear processes can occur: two-pulse CARS (ω2pCARS),
three-pulse trCARS (ωtrCARS), and FWM (ωFWM) [Fig. 3(b)],
with frequencies

ω2pCARS = ωp − ωS + ωp = ωp + ων,

ωtrCARS = ωp − ωS + ωx = ωx + ων,

ωFWM = ω1 + ω2 − ω3,

assuming that the CARS process is on resonance, hence ων =
ωp − ωS . Any of the photons involved in CARS can also
interact via nonresonant FWM such that ω1,2,3 can be equal
to ωp,S,x. With degenerate pump and probe pulses used to per-
form trCARS (ωp = ωx), spectral separation of the two-pulse
and trCARS signals is inherently impossible as ω2pCARS =
ωtrCARS. This adds a varying background in trCARS signals.
Note that phase matching is not relevant for these experiments
on single subwavelength-sized NPoMs.

To spectrally separate two-pulse and trCARS signals, the
probe wavelength λx must be significantly detuned from the
pump wavelength λp. While often achieved by frequency
doubling of the pump or Stokes, this unfortunately directly
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FIG. 2. Experimental setup. (a) Automated darkfield microscope combines three laser beams with variable time delay for SE-CARS.
The signal is spectrally filtered and detected with a spectrometer (monochromator + CCD) or with a single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD)
for single-photon lock-in detection. (b) Temporal-spectral pulse tunings for pump (p, yellow), Stokes (S, red), and probe (x, green), giving
emission (blue) from two-pulse CARS (2pCARS) and three-pulse time-resolved CARS (trCARS). Top left, BPT SERS spectrum from pump
only; bottom left, BPT SE-CARS spectrum from all three pulses.

pumps Au interband transitions, considerably increasing
nanoscale damage. Other approaches using nonlinearly gen-
erated or electronically synchronized nondegenerate pulses
reduce timing resolution (>1 ps), exceeding the phonon
lifetime. The approach here retains spectral and temporal res-
olution by spectrally filtering the 10-nm-wide OPO output to

FIG. 3. SE-CARS spectrotemporal scan. (a) SE-CARS signal
from BPT NPoM at 0 ps probe delay showing clear peaks at ω2pCARS

and ωtrCARS, but minimal peak at ωFWM. (b) Excitation schemes for
2pCARS (pump-Stokes-pump), trCARS (pump-Stokes-probe), and
FWM (probe-probe-Stokes). (c) Time-resolved SE-CARS spectra.
(d) Integrated trCARS signal normalized by 2pCARS signal. Black
line indicates Gaussian fit with 650 fs FWHM and red dashed line
is the expected vibrational decay from CW SERS. Laser intensity
4 µW µm−2 per beam (pulse energy 50 fJ).

create two 1.5-nm pulses for the pump and probe beams. A
similar approach has recently been employed for biological
imaging using stimulated Raman scattering [38].

The three-color CARS scheme allows the BPT-filled
NPoM to be driven at λp = 726 nm, λS = 820 nm, and λx =
722 nm, generating nonlinear emission spectra [Fig. 3(a), with
τS = τx = 0 ps, average laser intensity 4 µW µm−2, and pulse
energy 50 fJ]. Two strong peaks are observed at ω2pCARS =
652 nm and ωtrCARS = 649 nm (slightly chirped). However,
the third peak at ωFWM = 646 nm from FWM (ωFWM =
2ωx − ωS) is very weak. This FWM contribution is thus
ten times smaller than the on-resonant CARS signals and
may originate from off-resonant molecular CARS, electronic
Raman scattering (ERS), or two-photon gold luminescence.
We further confirm that the vibrationally resonant molecu-
lar CARS signal dominates over other FWM processes by
scanning λp across the vibrational resonance. Only when the
resonance condition ωp − ωS = ων is satisfied does a strong
SE-CARS emission appear (see Fig. S2 of the Supplemental
Material [36]).

These nonlinear experiments on BPT NPoMs demonstrate
that the signal observed is dominated by molecular CARS.
This is surprising in the context of many previous measure-
ments that show FWM from metallic plasmonic components
is very large [5,39–41]. The disparity arises from the different
field distributions of different plasmonic architectures. The
field E in NPoMs is tightly confined to the gap (of width d
and permittivity εg) where the molecules reside, while field
leakage into the metal (of permittivity εm) decays spatially
within δ = d/2εg Re{1/εm} ∼ 1 nm [1]. Although both are
enhanced by the plasmonic gap, the ratio of integrated SE-
CARS to FWM given by the ratio of |E |8 in the gap and
in the metal is thus 2|εm(λc)/εg|7 ∼ 106, much larger than
in other plasmonic structures (for spherical Au nanoparticles
this ratio is of order unity). This also explains observations
of weaker FWM in closely spaced dimers [13]. Small-gap
plasmonic structures hence generate large SE-CARS sig-
nals (∼107 counts/nJ3 here, still far below saturation) and
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weak FWM in comparison to other plasmonic structures with
10–108-fold weaker SE-CARS [9,41,42].

IV. ACCELERATED MOLECULAR
VIBRATIONAL DEPHASING

The clear evidence that trCARS signals originate from
molecular vibrations allows us to explore their phonon dy-
namics. Scanning the time delay of the probe pulse, τx,
allows a spectrotemporal map to be built [Fig. 3(c)]. Since the
2pCARS (at 652 nm) is independent of the probe pulse, no
change is expected in its intensity. However, sporadic fluctua-
tions are observed in time scans, most likely due to nanoscale
modifications leading to changes in molecular coupling ef-
ficiency [32,33,43]. This simultaneous 2pCARS allows the
trCARS signal (at 649 nm) to be normalized to reveal the true
time-resolved intensity independent of transient signal fluctu-
ations [Fig. 3(d)]. The extracted trCARS signal fits a Gaussian
with FWHM of 650 fs corresponding to the convoluted exci-
tation and probe pulses of 500 fs. The molecular dephasing
time here is thus below the instrument response. In contrast,
Fourier-transform analysis of cw SERS spectra [Fig. 1(d), red]
suggests a molecular dephasing time of T2 > 600 fs for this
vibrational mode, indeed detectable with this setup [Fig. 3(d),
red dashed curve]. This is faster than the original dephasing
time in the absence of a nearby metal surface estimated as 2 ps
in BPT powder, extracted from its Raman spectrum [Fig. 1(d),
black]. More detail on Fourier analysis of Raman spectra to
estimate CARS time tracks can be found in Fig. S3 of the
Supplemental Material [36].

To explore the origin of accelerated dephasing times T2

measured in trCARS, we investigate the phonon population
lifetime T1 with trIARS under similar laser intensities (see
Appendix B). Here, the Stokes laser beam at ωS is blocked
and molecular vibrations are populated by spontaneous (in-
coherent) Stokes scattering of the pump or probe laser at
ωp,x [Fig. 1(b)]. This process has been termed “vibrational
pumping” by the SERS community [44]. Since both the pump
and probe pulses excite the vibration with equal laser intensity,
an asymmetric decay is expected and observed in anti-Stokes
scattering of both lasers, reversing for opposite time delays
(see Appendix B Fig. 6). With an incoherent phonon popula-
tion nν excited by this process (see discussion in Appendix C),
the extracted decay in nν calculated from the anti-Stokes-to-
Stokes ratio of the 1585 cm−1 vibrational mode measures the
phonon population lifetime T1 = 600 ± 300 fs. This result
demonstrates that trCARS and trIARS indeed probe different
molecular properties and the accelerated coherence decay in
trCARS is dominated by increased dephasing (instead of a
higher phonon population decay rate).

The accelerated dephasing from trCARS implies that cw
SERS and pulsed SE-CARS are probing the vibrational de-
phasing under different conditions. Critically, the peak powers
of the pulsed lasers employed in SE-CARS are orders of
magnitude higher than the cw average power, thereby driv-
ing the entire system (both vibrational states in molecules
and metal as well as electronic and plasmonic states) out of
thermal equilibrium [15]. Therefore, we reduce the pulsed
laser intensity Il by 20-fold to 200 nW µm−2 per beam (for
pump, Stokes, and probe lasers; pulse energy 2.5 fJ), corre-

FIG. 4. Population and coherence decay from an individual
NPoM. (a) Laser modulation scheme to identify different contribu-
tions to the signal with single-photon lock-in detection (50 kHz) [27].
(b) 2pCARS signal remains unchanged during probe delay scan.
(c) trCARS signal of an individual NPoM shows one-sided decay
with probe delay giving coherence lifetime T2. (d) trIARS signal
decays on both sides of probe delay scan with population lifetime
T1. Colored solid lines, exponential decay fit; grey dashed lines,
instrument response from a pure FWM sample (without molecular
layer). Laser intensity 200 nW µm−2 per beam (pulse energy 2.5 fJ).
Error bars represent standard deviation of photon shot noise in each
case.

sponding to peak fields in the nanogaps of order 108 V/m.
We emphasize that these are used to excite transparent (non-
electronically resonant) molecules, in contrast to other work
using resonant dye molecules which damage far more rapidly.
Since trCARS signals scale ∝ I3

l , recorded count rates are
now almost four orders of magnitude lower and cannot be
detected with a spectrometer and electron-multiplying charge
coupled device (EMCCD) camera. Instead, we use single-
photon avalanche detectors in combination with single-photon
lock-in detection. Different nonlinear contributions to the sig-
nal count rate are distinguished by modulating Stokes and
probe beams at 50 kHz [Fig. 4(a)] as described in detail
previously [27]. Using this lock-in detection, we can simul-
taneously record time-delay scans of the 2pCARS, trCARS,
and trIARS signals (which a not accessible with spectral
analysis) on each individual NPoM. To acquire sufficient
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FIG. 5. Average population and coherence decay from many NPoMs. Single-photon (a) trIARS and (b) trCARS experiments from the
selected 22 NPoMs showing a molecular response in trCARS. The average response is indicated by colored circles while the grey shaded area
indicates the standard deviation of individual measurements. Colored lines are fits of the vibrational decay. The system response is indicated
as a dashed black line. Raw data of all NPoMs is shown in Figure S6 of the Supplemental Material [36].

photon counts at these low powers, time tracks are inte-
grated for 60 min. We emphasize that this is the lowest laser
intensity used for CARS experiments so far reported [10],
which prevents damage to the nanostructures and molecules
(demonstrated by stable count rates during long integration
times; see Supplemental Material Fig. S4 [36]). A spectrum of
the light detected by the single-photon detector showing the
different contributions to the count rate (2pCARS, trCARS,
FWM, and ERS) is plotted in Fig. S5 of the Supplemental
Material [36].

As expected, the 2pCARS signal is not modulated by
sweeping the probe delay, showing the overall stability of
the setup [Fig. 4(b)]. In contrast, both trCARS [Fig. 4(c)]
and trIARS [Fig. 4(d)] signals vary with the time delay of
the probe pulses. The model to fit these signals is described
in detail in Appendix A. Since both pump and probe pulses
can excite the vibration in trIARS and single-photon de-
tection does not allow for spectral separation of the two
components (as in Appendix B), the trIARS signal decays
exponentially in both temporal directions [Fig. 4(d)]. Since
the two-sided decay makes fitting the population lifetime
difficult, the value obtained in Appendix B is used to fix
T1 = 0.6 ps. Figure 4(d) hence shows that the low-power
trIARS measurement is consistent with the vibrational relax-
ation time measured at higher laser intensity. Therefore, we
conclude that the rate of vibrational population relaxation is
independent of pump power. The trCARS signal at low laser
power here shows a decay slightly longer than the instrument
response [grey dashed line in Fig. 4(c)] at positive probe
pulse delay (probe pulses arriving after pump and Stokes).
By fitting the trCARS data, the vibrational dephasing time
can be extracted as T2/2 = 0.6 ps = T1 (the restriction T2 �
2T1 is applied to the fit; see Discussion below). However,
the trCARS signal suffers from poorer signal-to-noise due to
photon shot noise of the single-photon experiments. Here, a
compromise is necessary between photon count rates and the
lowest possible laser powers. Despite the higher noise, the
low-power experiment here completely contrasts with data ac-
quired at high power where only the system response is found
(Fig. 3).

To increase confidence in these results, we carry out the
experiment on more than 70 NPoM nanostructures. The trI-
ARS and trCARS signal from each NPoM is normalized to the
maximum of the fitted time track and shown in Fig. S6 of the
Supplemental Material [36]. For trIARS measurements, the
individual nanostructures consistently show a time-resolved
response significantly longer than the system response. In
contrast, trCARS time tracks are noisy and the molecular
response cannot always be clearly distinguished from the
system response. However, when individual trCARS mea-
surements are examined, only ∼30% of NPoMs show the
molecular vibrational decay (one example is shown in Fig. 4)
while other particles follow the system response. Hence, the
trCARS signal of most NPoMs is dominated by the fast re-
sponse of FWM and other backgrounds. In particular, the
rapidly decaying broadband background from ERS cannot
be distinguished from the trCARS signal in single-photon
experiments (spectral selection is not possible in this setup).

We therefore select the 22 NPoMs clearly showing the
molecular response in trCARS to analyze the vibrational dy-
namics in low-power experiments. The average trIARS time
track of these 22 NPoMs fits well a molecular relaxation with
T1 = 0.6 ps, as observed before [Fig. 5(a)]. In trCARS, the
molecular dephasing is consistent across all particles show-
ing the molecular response, with the standard deviation of
individual measurements well distinguished from the sys-
tem response [Fig. 5(b)]. Fitting the vibrational dephasing
again yields T2/2 = 0.6 ps = T1. Therefore, we conclude
that dephasing occurs on similar characteristic timescales in
all NPoMs when the molecular signal can be distinguished
from backgrounds. In comparison to high-power experiments,
single-photon measurements at minimally small laser powers
thus show that vibrational dephasing is modified in NPoMs
by processes depending on excitation intensity. While the
vibrational relaxation time T1 is independent of laser power,
vibrational dephasing with T2 is accelerated at high powers,
implying power-dependent dephasing processes in NPoMs.
Potential physical processes leading to this effect are dis-
cussed below. For a more detailed analysis of time tracks from
individual NPoMs see Appendix D.
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V. DISCUSSION

We now compare the results obtained from different ex-
perimental settings. For trIARS experiments, both high- and
low-power measurements agree, giving T1 = 0.6 ps. There-
fore, the vibrational relaxation of BPT in the plasmonic
nanocavity seems unaffected by decay processes depending
on laser power. In contrast, different results are obtained for
dephasing times from different experiments. While trCARS
at low laser power measures T2/2 = 0.6 ps, high-power tr-
CARS is unable to probe the vibrational decay and instead
just retrieves the system response. Consistent with low-power
experiments, the linewidth of cw SERS spectra also sug-
gests dephasing times of T2/2 = 0.6 ps. Moreover, vibrational
population relaxation and dephasing are not independent
measurements. In the Markovian approximation (no inhomo-
geneous broadening), the vibrational dephasing time T2 is
linked to the population lifetime T1 via the pure dephasing
time T ∗

2 through [28]

1

T2
= 1

2T1
+ 1

T ∗
2

.

Hence, both vibrational relaxation and pure dephasing pro-
cesses contribute to the dephasing time T2 experimentally
measured with trCARS. In general, any vibrational coherence
induced in the sample cannot last longer than the lifetime
of the vibrational population, thus limiting T2 � 2T1. In low-
power measurements carried out here (both cw SERS and
single-photon trCARS), we observe T2 = 2T1, indicating that
pure dephasing processes are slow compared to the vibrational
relaxation. However, increasing the laser power accelerates
the dephasing while vibrational relaxation remains constant.
Therefore, pure dephasing processes depending on excita-
tion power must be present for molecules in the NPoM
nanocavity.

We now discuss physical processes that could lead to
accelerated dephasing under high excitation intensity. As
demonstrated in Fig. S7 of the Supplemental Material [36],
illuminating the NPoM structures with laser pulses strongly
drives the system out of thermal equilibrium with temper-
atures extracted from different vibrational modes varying
drastically. While molecular vibrations are populated by
vibrational pumping [44], electronic excitations (“hot elec-
trons”) are directly induced by the laser pulses followed by
fast thermalization of electronic states [45]. Therefore, tr-
CARS probes the dephasing of molecular vibrations for a
system in its nonequilibrium state, with effective temperature
(representing vibrational and electronic populations) tran-
siently increased far above room temperature.

Excitation-induced dephasing (EID) is well known for
excitonic systems, such as semiconductors [46] or carbon
nanotubes [47]. In EID, electronic excited-state interactions
(such as excitonic screening) accelerate dephasing depend-
ing on the concentration of excited carriers, which typically
scales linearly with pump laser power [47]. Electronic ex-
citations can, however, also induce dephasing of vibrational
states via electron-phonon interactions. In graphene, hot car-
riers induced by ultrafast laser pulses can increase vibrational
dephasing by electron-phonon scattering, leading to a laser-
power-dependent broadening of Raman lines [48]. Since

molecular vibrations and metal are separated in our NPoM
experiments, a corresponding model would involve excitation
of hot electrons in the metal which then interact with vibra-
tions of molecules bound to the metal. For Cs atoms adsorbed
to a Pt surface, a fast vibrational dephasing process depending
on laser intensity was observed, attributed to scattering of hot
electrons at the adsorbate [49]. A similar mechanism could
explain power-dependent dephasing in our experiments; how-
ever, further theory is required.

In addition to electron-phonon scattering, phonon-phonon
interactions could also be a source of vibrational dephasing.
A previously postulated explanation for increasing vibra-
tional dephasing is the vibrational energy exchange (VEE)
model [50–52]. Here, the vibrational mode under investiga-
tion couples to another vibrational exchange mode, resetting
the vibrational phase via scattering to the coupled mode and
back. This interaction importantly depends on the population
in the exchange mode, thus increasing here as (all) vibrational
modes are transiently populated by laser pulses. Previously,
the VEE model has only been employed to explain the
temperature-dependent Raman linewidth at cryogenic temper-
atures, and coupling to lower-energy vibrations was found
[51,52]. Here, the system is transiently excited by laser pulses,
opening up the possibility of VEE with higher-energy vibra-
tions. While the signal-to-noise ratio of our data is insufficient
to prove unambiguously that the effects observed here are
caused by a VEE-type model, we provide a detailed analysis
of the experimental data in the context of a VEE model in
Appendix D.

Another possible explanation for increased dephasing
under strong driving is vibrational anharmonicity, which
slightly shifts vibrational frequencies leading to phase drift.
However, there is no evidence for such frequency shifts
in SERS spectra at higher laser power (see Fig. S7 of
the Supplemental Material [36]). Other mechanisms that
lead to an accelerated phonon decay, such as electron
friction from the bond to the metal surface, have been dis-
cussed in the literature but should not depend on excitation
intensity [53].

This observation that vibrational dephasing of molecules
is enhanced under strong excitation is relevant for under-
standing many complex molecular phenomena, in particular
on substrates providing high plasmonic surface enhance-
ment. These include metal contact effects in molecular
electronics, catalysis of chemical reactions at metal sur-
faces, heat transfer from molecules at metals for organic
thermoelectrics, and other situations where the coupling
of vibrational modes to electronic and energy transport is
relevant.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we demonstrate how two-pulse and three-
pulse optical nonlinearities resonant with molecular vibrations
are strongly enhanced by plasmonic nanocavities. In the
NPoM geometry, molecular CARS signals dominate over
FWM as well as all electronic Raman contributions. Since
the dephasing time is very sensitive to the driving laser
intensity, ultralow excitation powers are required to in-
vestigate vibrational decays. Using single-photon lock-in
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detection, we simultaneously explore vibrational population
decay and dephasing in BPT and show that pure dephas-
ing is accelerated by excitation-power-dependent processes
in the NPoM nanocavity. These ultrafast spectroscopy exper-
iments on ∼100 molecules pave the way towards exploring
single-molecule dynamics under ambient conditions and
demonstrate an optical probe for modified molecular dynam-
ics under extreme optical field confinement.

Data for all figures can be found at Ref. [54].
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APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

1. Sample preparation

Template-stripped gold substrates were prepared by ther-
mal evaporation of 100 nm of gold on silicon, with glass
substrates glued with UV glue Norland 81 (Thorlabs), UV
cured, and a fresh sample stripped off for each use. Self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs) of biphenyl-4-thiol (BPT)
were fabricated by soaking a template-stripped gold sub-
strate in 1 mM BPT (Sigma-Aldrich) solution in 200-proof
anhydrous ethanol overnight. After SAM formation, the sam-
ple was cleaned with ethanol and blown dry with nitrogen.
Nanoparticle-on-mirror samples were prepared by depositing
50 µL of 80-nm gold nanoparticles (AuNPs, BBI Solutions)
on BPT SAMs on template-stripped gold, which were then
rinsed off with deionized water after 30 s and blown dry
with nitrogen. Polymer-coated NPoM samples were prepared
by spin-coating a 100-nm layer of PMMA (950k molecular
weight, 2 wt % in anisole) with a first cycle at 500 rpm for
10 s, then a second at 2000 rpm for 45 s. Samples were then
left to bake on a hotplate at 50 °C for 5 min to remove residual
anisole solvent.

2. CARS

A Spectra-Physics MaiTai pump laser (80 MHz, 100 fs)
drives an optical parametric oscillator (Spectra-Physics In-

spire) to generate three pulse trains of different wavelengths.
These are filtered by independently tunable bandpass filters
(PhotonETC LLTF contrast) with a spectral bandwidth of 1.5
nm and temporal width of 0.5 ps. Laser pulses are temporally
aligned with motorized delay stages. Two of the three laser
beams are modulated at 50 kHz with electro-optical modula-
tors for lock-in detection.

NPoMs are located with an Olympus 0.9 NA, 100× dark-
field objective in a custom-built, automated microscope. Laser
pulses are focused on the sample and signal is collected in
reflection by the same objective. Tunable edgepass filters
(Fianium Superchrome) remove the laser pulses and other
background. Spectra are recorded with an Andor iDus CCD
camera (DU416A) on an Andor Shamrock monochromator
(SR-303i-B). Alternatively, a single-photon avalanche diode
from Micro Photon Devices (SPD-100-CTD) was used to
detect the signal.

Single-photon multiclock lock-in detection was realized
by recording arrival timestamps of all photons at the de-
tector along with timestamps from several reference signals
(80 MHz laser repetition rate, 50 kHz laser modulation, 1
Hz delay stage sweep). Photon timestamping with picosec-
ond accuracy was achieved using a field-programmable gate
array board (Digilent Arty Z7) and specially designed soft-
ware. Extracting the relative phase of the photon arrival
compared to each reference signal allows to measure the
periodic modulation of the signal during the reference pe-
riod in time. This technique is described in more detail
elsewhere [27].

3. Fitting of trCARS and trIARS single-photon time tracks

The vibrational response in single-photon experiments is
extracted by exponential decay fits to the measured time
tracks. For the trIARS signal, three components have to be
accounted for: (i) the pump-probe and (ii) probe-pump pro-
cess each lead to an exponential decay (towards opposite
temporal directions) convoluted with the system response
(Gaussian of FWHM 650 fs). Since laser intensities can vary
slightly, the intensity of these two signals is fitted individu-
ally. Additionally, (iii) the fast ERS response [which cannot
be separated spectrally in single-photon experiments but is
visible in Fig. 6(d)] gives a quickly decaying contribution
which is included in the fit with a Gaussian corresponding
to the system response at t = 0. In single-photon experi-
ments, the two-sided exponential decay leads to a large error
in the extraction of T1. Hence, the vibrational relaxation is
taken from Appendix B using high-power experiments that
yield T1 = 0.6 ps (see Fig. 6). For trCARS, two processes
contribute to the signal. The molecular vibrational response
is fitted by an exponential decay convoluted with the sys-
tem response (only towards positive time delays here). In
addition, the nonresonant FWM and other background sig-
nals (such as electronic Raman scattering) are accounted for
by a Gaussian at t = 0 with the width of the system re-
sponse (see Fig. S5 of the Supplemental Material [36] for
a spectral analysis). The restriction T2 � 2T1 is applied to
the fit, again with T1 = 0.6 ps, to avoid unphysical dephasing
times.
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FIG. 6. trIARS spectrotemporal scan. (a) Anti-Stokes and (b)
Stokes spectra of BPT NPoM at 0 ps probe delay showing two
sets of SERS peaks from three vibrational modes, corresponding
to scattering by the pump (λp = 787 nm, yellow arrows) and probe
(λx = 779 nm, green arrows). (c) Excitation scheme for trIARS.
(d) Anti-Stokes and (e) Stokes trIARS spectra with changing probe
time delay. (f) Phonon population of the 1585 cm−1 vibrational mode
extracted from the Stokes/anti-Stokes ratio. Both the pump-probe
(green) and probe-pump (yellow) process can excite the vibra-
tion. An exponential decay fit (lines) of both time tracks yields
T1 ≈ 600 fs. Laser intensity 1 µW µm−2 per beam (pulse energy
12.5 fJ).

APPENDIX B: trIARS SPECTROTEMPORAL SCAN

Time-resolved incoherent Raman scattering (trIARS) ex-
periments are carried out with two laser beams which have
a photon energy difference that does not match the energy of
any vibration (pump, λp = 787 nm; probe, λx = 779 nm). The
laser pulses are prepared by sending the pump laser (tuned
to 780 nm) through a short single-mode fiber (for spectral
broadening of 50 nm), and subsequent filtering by tunable
bandpass filters. Both lasers are attenuated to 1 µW µm−2

average intensity (pulse energy 12.5 fJ) on the sample. Full
SERS spectra are acquired by removing the laser scatter with
785-nm notch filters.

In the recorded spectra, two sets of SERS peaks are visi-
ble, originating from scattering of the pump or probe pulses
[Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)]. Scanning the time delay of the probe
pulses leaves the Stokes spectrum unchanged [Fig. 6(e)]. The
anti-Stokes spectrum, on the other hand, shows increased
signal when both pulses overlap in time, with an increase in
SERS peaks from molecular vibrations as well as an increase
of the broadband ERS background originating from hot elec-
trons pumped by the laser pulses. Here, we focus our analysis
on the peak area of the vibrational mode investigated with
trCARS in Fig. 3 at 1585 cm−1.

From the ratio of Stokes (SS) to anti-Stokes (SaS) scattering,
the phonon population nν of the corresponding vibrational

mode can be extracted using

nν = ω4
S

ω4
aS

(
SS

SaS
− ω4

S

ω4
aS

)−1

with the frequency of Stokes and anti-Stokes photons ωS and
ωaS, respectively. Furthermore, the phonon population can
also be expressed as the temperature at which a vibration of
energy h̄ων would reach this population by thermal excita-
tion. However, since the vibrations are strongly excited by
vibrational pumping from ultrafast excitation, the measured
phonon populations are not thermalized and the extracted
temperatures will vary strongly between modes (see Fig. S7
of the Supplemental Material [36]). In Fig. 6(f), the phonon
population with changing probe delay is calculated for both
the pump-probe and probe-pump processes for the 1585 cm−1

vibration. Both time tracks show an exponential decay, but to
opposing temporal ordering since in one process the "pump"
pulses act as the excitation source while in the other it is the
"probe" pulses which are the excitation. Exponential fits of
these two measurements result in similar vibrational lifetimes
of T1 = 600 ± 300 fs. This result is consistent with low-power
measurements carried out in Figs. 4 and 5.

APPENDIX C: COHERENCE IN SERS
VIBRATIONAL PUMPING

Most time-resolved Raman experiments to study molecu-
lar vibrational dynamics use the coherent Raman techniques
CARS or stimulated Raman scattering (SRS). As coherent
techniques, these methods probe the decay of vibrational
coherence in the material, thus measuring the dephasing life-
time T2. In the first experiments to instead investigate the
decay of the vibrational population T1, vibrations were excited
coherently by SRS and spontaneous anti-Stokes scattering
was separated from CARS by a detection angle outside the
phase-matching condition [55,56]. Since the experiments in
our work are carried out in sub-wavelength-sized hotspots,
trCARS and trIARS here cannot be distinguished by the an-
gle of detection. A different approach to measure T1 is to
generate an incoherent phonon population by excitation and
subsequent incoherent decay of electron-hole pairs [57,58], as
is well established for trIARS studies of carbon nanomaterials
[23–26]. In these experiments (often conducted under focused
laser excitation conditions), it is not necessary to separate
coherent and incoherent contributions through the detection
angle since the laser pulse energy differences are not tuned
resonantly to the molecular vibrations and the SRS process
is hence not possible. Here, we similarly excite an incoher-
ent phonon population for trIARS but avoid direct electronic
excitation. Instead, the strong surface-enhanced optical fields
in plasmonic nanocavities enable direct vibrational pumping
of the molecules by increasing spontaneous Stokes scattering
rates (while keeping laser photon energies far below the band
gap of any electronic excited states).

To understand whether the phonon population produced
in vibrational pumping by spontaneous Stokes scattering is
coherent, we compare this process to spontaneous parametric
down-conversion of a pump photon (Fig. 7). In this nonlinear
process, one photon of the pump laser at ωp is converted into
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FIG. 7. Comparison of spontaneous nonlinear processes.
(a) Excitation scheme of spontaneous parametric down-conversion
involving three photons. (b) Excitation scheme of spontaneous
Stokes scattering involving two photons (straight arrows) and one
phonon (curved arrow). The phase of the phonon, φν , is random if
the Stokes photon is generated spontaneously.

two photons of lower energy (signal at ωsig and idler at ωid)
under conservation of energy and momentum. The phase of
the outgoing photons is connected to the phase of the pump
photon via φp = φsig + φid [59]. Similarly, in spontaneous
Stokes scattering the phase of the Stokes photon, φS, and
the phase of the generated vibration, φν , obey φp = φS + φν .
Hence, the molecular vibrations are generated with random
phase by vibrational pumping if the process is not stimulated
by laser pulses at the Stokes frequency (which fixes φS with
respect to φp). In our experiment, the plasmonic nanocavities
form a very lossy optical cavity (Q factor ∼10 [31]), so light
in the cavity decays fully between laser pulses, and Stokes
signal emission rates (∼1 kHz) are much lower than the laser
repetition rate (80 MHz) and scale linearly with laser intensity
(see Fig. S7(d) of the Supplemental Material [36]). Therefore,
the system is far below the SRS threshold and phonons will
be generated with random phase. The resulting phonon popu-
lation nν is thus incoherent, and its decay probes the phonon
lifetime T1.

Recent reports have demonstrated that a monolayer of
molecules inside the NPoM nanocavity can exhibit collective
vibrations of hundreds of molecules [35,60,61]. This implies
coherence between vibrations of different molecules even un-
der spontaneous Raman scattering conditions. However, this
does not contradict the above discussion since the pump pho-
tons scatter directly with the bright collective phonon mode in
this optomechanical system and populate this new collective
mode directly. In the optomechanical description, this can
be shown by a transformation of the equations to a set of
collective phonon operators which leads to identical results
as treating all molecules individually [60]. While components
of the vibration in individual molecules are coherent to each
other, different phonons in the collective mode are still gen-
erated with random phase by spontaneous Stokes scattering
and hence give an incoherent (collective) phonon population
from which incoherent anti-Stokes scattering is observed in
our trIARS experiment.

APPENDIX D: VIBRATIONAL ENERGY EXCHANGE

The vibrational energy exchange (VEE) model [50] de-
scribes this interaction of different phonon populations and

proposes an increase of the dephasing rate 	2 as

	2 = 	0
2 + A exp

{
− h̄ωe

kBTne

}
,

where 	0
2 is the original dephasing rate and A combines

multiple parameters of the VEE model which cannot be dis-
entangled with our setup. We note that previously the VEE
model has only been employed to explain the temperature-
dependent Raman linewidth at cryogenic temperatures, and
coupling to lower-energy vibrations was found [51]. Here, we
apply the model to a system transiently driven far above room
temperature by laser pulses which is thus more sensitive to
exchange with higher-energy vibrations.

To analyze our results quantitatively in the context of the
VEE model, we fit trCARS and trIARS time tracks of 40
individual NPoMs to extract the experimentally measured vi-
brational decay parameters. Since this analysis suffers from
large uncertainties in the measurement of vibrational dephas-
ing times due to the poor experimental signal-to-noise ratio
[SNR; see Fig. 4(c)], the results presented in this appendix
cannot provide unambiguous proof that the effect observed
is caused by VEE, but are a helpful comparison. Figure 8(a)
shows the range of parameters extracted from probe de-
lay scans on individual NPoMs. The dephasing rate 	2 =
1/T2 varies considerably between NPoM structures while the
population decay rate 	1 = 1/T1 shows a much narrower dis-
tribution. To understand the origin of these deviations, we plot
the decay rates against the maximum signal count rate at τx =
0 ps [Figs. 8(c) and 8(d)]. A clear positive correlation between
signal count rates and dephasing rates is observed for trCARS.
Particles with higher signal count rates show systematically
faster dephasing while population decay rates from trIARS
remain constant. The mean vibrational population lifetime T1

of 420 ± 110 fs is similar to values extracted in the main
text with more robust analysis of averaged time tracks. Other
potential parameter correlations have been investigated (see
Fig. S8 of the Supplemental Material [36]), but no correlations
are found. We note that this analysis of decay parameters finds
	2 < 	1 for some NPoMs which must be unphysical and may
be caused by the low SNR in trCARS time tracks of individual
particles.

Signal count rates vary strongly between NPoMs due to
different light in- and outcoupling efficiencies governed by
nanoparticle polydispersity and differences in contact facet
size and shape [62,63]. Hence, the acquired signal count rate
is closely connected to the laser intensity coupled into the
gap and we can calculate the incoupling efficiency ηi for
every NPoM i as ηi = Si/mean(Si ) from each particle with
signal count rate Si. Using this efficiency, we can estimate
the incoupled laser intensity experienced by the NPoM in
Figs. 8(e) and 8(f) as I in

l = 3
√

ηiIl (where the cubic root arises
from SCARS ∝ I3

l ) [35]. Accordingly, higher signal count rates
correspond to a higher laser intensity experienced by the
system. While the population decay rate is independent of
laser intensity [Fig. 8(e)], the coherence decay rate scales
with 	2 ∝ I2

l [Fig. 8(f)]. This is consistent with high-power
experiments giving a strongly accelerated dephasing below
the instrument response [Fig. 3(d)].
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FIG. 8. Decay parameter analysis for many NPoMs. (a) Boxplots showing range of values for population decay 	1 (red) and coherence
decay 	2 (blue) from 40 NPoMs. (b) Nonequilibrium temperature Tne extracted from electronic anti-Stokes scattering vs incoupled average
laser intensity I in

l (at 785 nm) for 30 NPoMs. Fit to Tne = 300 K + a · I in
l (solid black line, a: fit parameter) giving temperature calibration

for (g) and (h). Correlation of decay rates with amplitude of detected signal for (c) 	1 and (d) 	2 for 40 NPoMs. For the coherence decay, a
stronger signal is correlated with a faster decay. Decay rates with increasing total incoupled laser intensity: (e) population decay rates remain
constant (red dotted line) while (f) dephasing rates increase quadratically with intensity (blue dotted line). Decay rates vs inverse temperature
for (g) 	1 with constant mean (red dotted line) and (h) 	2 with fit of VEE model (blue dotted line). From the fit, the energy of the exchange
mode ωe can be determined. Error bars in (c)–(h) show a standard error of fit parameters.

We confirm this observation by sweeping the laser power
on one NPoM while recording trCARS and trIARS (see Fig.
S9 of the Supplemental Material [36]). We find again that the
population decay is independent of the incident laser intensity
while the dephasing rate scales quadratically with intensity.
This observation agrees well with the data in Fig. 8 recorded
on many NPoMs.

Illuminating the NPoM with laser pulses strongly drives
the system out of thermal equilibrium, as investigated with
power-dependent SERS spectra in Fig. S7 of the Supple-
mental Material [36]. Since vibrational pumping directly
excites phonons via surface-enhanced Stokes scattering [44],
Stokes-to–anti-Stokes ratios of different vibrational modes
can lead to apparent temperatures varying drastically between
modes. These apparent temperatures directly represent the
(driven) phonon population of each mode, rather than the
(equilibrium) temperature of the full system. Furthermore,
the low-wavenumber background from ERS gives informa-
tion about the temperature of thermalized electrons in the
surrounding metal facets. After excitation of "hot" electrons,
thermalization on timescales <100 fs by electron-electron
scattering to a Boltzmann distribution occurs [45], which is
fit in Fig. S7 [36] to obtain the nonequilibrium temperature
Tne of the nanostructure at the pulse peak [64]. While the
ERS background provides the fastest relaxation to a ther-
malized population in the system, it still does not represent

the nonequilibrium temperature of other molecular phonon
modes.

Analyzing the temperature of the thermalized ERS back-
ground reveals that the peak temperature increases with
incoupled laser intensity, reaching apparent nonequilibrium
temperatures up to 1000 K above room temperature at
10 μW µm−2 [Fig. 8(b)]. This compares to <1 K increases
at typical cw laser powers used in SERS (at higher average
powers). Therefore, SE-CARS experiments even at the low-
est pulsed laser intensities probe the vibrational dynamics of
a system transiently driven strongly out of thermal equilib-
rium by the laser pulses with the effective temperature highly
dependent on each individual NPoM incoupling efficiency.
We thus use this ERS temperature to calibrate incoupled
laser intensities obtained in trCARS experiments to estimate
NPoM nonequilibrium temperatures during each experiment
[black line in Fig. 8(d)]. However, calibrating the temperature
of the entire NPoM system with the electronic temperature
(which is not equivalent to the vibrational temperatures in
this nonequilibrium system) adds uncertainty to the analysis
here.

We observe ln(	2) ∝ 1/Tne for the coherence decay 	2,
while the population decay 	1 is independent of Tne [Figs. 8(g)
and 8(h)]. One previously postulated explanation for acceler-
ated dephasing at increasing temperature is coupling of the
resonantly excited phonon mode (ων) to another vibrational
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exchange mode at ωe populated by the transient increase in
temperature Tne [51,52].

Fitting the VEE model to the data allows us to estimate the
energy of the exchange mode ωe and thereby study the mech-
anism of dephasing. For the dephasing rate 	2 we find ωe =
1580 ± 140 cm−1, suggesting that dephasing is dominated by
scattering with phonons of the resonantly pumped mode ων

itself. Investigations of a different molecule (triphenyl-4-thiol)
and vibrational mode (1080 cm−1 of BPT) (Supplemental
Material Fig. S10 [36]) confirm that, within the margin of
error of this model, dephasing is driven by self-interactions
of the pumped vibration. This intriguing result implies that
fluctuations in the density of vibrations of this harmonic
oscillator lead to nonlinear phase drift, potentially through

anharmonicity of the vibrational potential. By contrast, the
vibrational population decay can be more than tenfold faster
than the dephasing and is not depending on Tne, suggesting a
different decay mechanism.

Dephasing mediated by energy exchange with the in-
creased population in the vibration excited resonantly is con-
sistent with the quadratic dependence of 	2 on laser intensity
observed above (see Fig. 8(f), and Fig. S9 of the Supplemental
Material [36]). Since the phonon population nν of the res-
onant vibration at ων is driven in CARS with nν ∝ I2

l , the
observation of 	2 ∝ I2

l ∝ nν is equivalent to the VEE model
resulting in an exchange mode ωe = ων . Hence, we conclude
that the temperature extracted from the ERS background here
is a valid representation of the driven NPoM system.
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